
 

 
W – Questions 
 
 
 
What is this project about?  

• Our association "Roll on" (Spiez, Switzerland) has set an ambitious goal. With our 
product idea and invention called "Rollchair", our dream is to play an active part in 
revolutionizing the wheelchair market.  

• Rollchair is innovative and meets the needs and requirements of wheelchair users. It 
also offers much more comfort in everyday life because it can be used in three differ-
ent positions: lying down, sitting and even standing.  

• "Rollchair" is crowd innovation! Patent specifications, inventions, design principles, 
construction plans, idea sketches and artwork are available to you worldwide free of 
charge and free of licenses for use in subsequent collaborative development. 

• What we want to achieve is crowd innovation! We believe that inventing also has 
something to do with discovery. We are looking for you! Inventors, tinkerers, de-
signers, developers. Join us! If we combine our inventive spirit worldwide, we can 
really make a difference!  

• You will get the boilerplate from us. You can use existing blueprints, construction 
principles, idea sketches, artwork as a starting point and we will be extremely 
pleased if you share your further developments with the "Rollchair" community, so 
that everyone can profit again! 

 

• Our association will make available the Rollchair drafts, plans, and patent specifica-
tions from a central repository (e.g. GitHub or others) for further development and 
updating. 

• The association Roll on sees itself as ambassador, companion & promoter of your 
ideas. We support and accompany you in your creative processes and connect you 
with contact persons of institutions and manufacturers. We act as promoters of cre-
ativity. You are even free to found a start-up later based on our invention or to use 
parts of our ideas for other developments. We have filed a patent application for the 
wheelchair - but currently do not have a granted patent. 
 

Get active - become part of the "Rollchair" community! 
• For further developments and manufacturing processes up to the final product based 

on our inventions, design and construction plans as well as for the distribution the 
association Roll on is not responsible. Long-term partnerships and collaborations are 
explicitly desired, but remain optional. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
What are the goals and who is the target audience? 

• We want to make the daily life of wheelchair users easier in a sustainable way. Our 
goal is to offer worldwide an innovative wheelchair design, whose construction and 
building plans we will publish as open source on the Internet, to be used for do-it-
yourself construction and development. 
We believe that everyone who needs a wheelchair should have access to an innova-
tive wheelchair source, irrespective of where they live or whether they have health 
insurance. Our association Roll on wants to facilitate social participation, and we call 
on everyone interested, inventors, designers and developers, to help us promote this 
idea of Rollchair. 

Why should you support this project?  
• You believe in our idea, and like us, want all people worldwide to have access to a 

wheelchair source for improved mobility and quality of life. You are an inventor, en-
gineer, designer or a dedicated supporter, and with your know-how and your dona-
tion, you want to help a non-profit organization and our project to have a further 
reach.   
 

Who is behind this project?  
• Our association Roll on are people with passion and inventive skills. We enthusiasti-

cally promote the development of innovative aids for people with disabilities so that 
they can participate more in society and improve their quality of life. 
  

        Association Roll on – www.rollchair.com 
 
 
 


